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WANG YUYANG 
 
THE MOON LANDING PROJECT 
 
 
Massimo De Carlo London is pleased to present The Moon Landing Project, a new series of 
works by Chinese artist Wang Yuyang.  

Wang Yuyang (b.1979, Harbin) graduated from China Central Academy of Drama and the 
Central Academy of Fine Arts. The artist currently lives in Beijing, where he has been teaching 
at the School of Experiment Art at the Central Academy of Fine Arts since 2008. Yuyang had 
his first solo museum exhibition in Europe this year, titled CANDLES FOR LANTERNS at 
Museo Novecento in Florence.   

The moon carries a deep affective power that Wang Yuyang has always been attuned to. In 
constant synchronous rotation with Earth, the moon for Yuyang represents a universal symbol 
of mankind, controlling the rhythm of time, tidal movements, rains, weather and seasons.   

For his first solo exhibition in London the artist presents The Moon Landing Project, a new 
series of large-scale canvases, filled with luminescent primary colours, to investigate the depths 
and significance of the earth’s only permanent natural satellite – a subject that has enthralled 
the artist for a long time. Each canvas in the exhibition is a scientific replica of the moon’s entire 
surface, tainted by a colourful reminiscence of psychedelic abstraction and a conceptual 
ingenuity that encompasses the scientific and the mystical. 

The Moon Landing Project bridges this gap between scientific inquiry and mystical intrigue. 
Influenced by a series of images from American artist Michael Light, in which the photographer 
visually documents the voyage to and from the moon with a sense of breathtaking immediacy. 
Yuyang delightfully translates the voyage in a further emotive sense, experientially conveying 
the excitement, disorientation, and awe that the astronauts themselves felt as they were shot 
into space. By painting through black-and-white filtered glasses,Wang Yuyang cannot be fully 
aware of the colors he is using while realizing his paintings and therefore adding an element of 
mystery and mythology to an already overcharged theme such as the Moon and the relationship 
between us and the universe out there. 
 
In addition to the emotive mysticism of the moon, the artist touches upon the widely speculated 
conspiracy of the moon landing. The Moon Landing Program 4 2009, presents a dual panel 
video work encased in a metal, replicating what one imagines as a video projected from the 
inside of a spaceship. In a lighthearted manner, Yuyang addresses the multifarious rumours of 
the moon landing being a simulation from Dreamworks studio, refreshing interest in the act of 
the moon landing yet pairing it with the necessity of technological advance.  
 
Closely connected to astrological beliefs, the moon often represents the realm between the 
conscious and the unconscious. The realism employed by Yuyang embodies a sense of curiosity 
towards this grey area, illustrating the peaks and craters of the moon’s surface in uncanny 
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detail, illuminating the canvases like the moon does to our earth at night. In doing so, the artist 
invites the viewer to contemplate the technicalities and grandiose endeavour of venturing to 
the moon, and also conjures the mystical power it holds upon mankind.  
 
 
 
WANG YUYANG 
 
 
Wang Yuyang (b.1979, Harbin, China) lives and works in Beijing. 
Solo exhibitions include: Lucciole per lanterne, Museo Novecento, Florence, I (2019); The 
Moon, Massimo De Carlo, Hong Kong, HK (2018); Singularity, Heydar Aliyev Center, Baku, 
AZ (2018); Lettering – Folklore of the Cyber World, Chronus Art Center, Shanghai, CN (2015); 
Tonight I shall meditate on that which I am, Long Museum West Bund, Shanghai, CN (2015); 
Liner, Copeland Park, London, UK (2015). Group exhibitions include: Edge of the Wonderland, 
Thailand Biennale, Krabi, TH (2018); As We May Think Forward, 6th Guangzhou Triennial, 
Guangdong Museum of Art, Guangzhou, CN (2018); Device_art 6.018, Kontejner, Museum of 
Contemporary Art, Zagreb, HR (2018); Datumsoria: The Return of the Real, ZKM Karlsruhe, 
Karlsruhe, DE (2017); Unreal. The algorithmic present, Chronus Art Center, Shanghai, CN and 
HeK House of Electronic Arts, Basel, CH (2017); Poets of Beijing, Wiebengahal, Maastricht 
(2016); A Beautiful Disorder, Cass Sculpture Foundation, Chichester, UK (2016). 
 
 
 
 
Hard Facts: 
Massimo De Carlo, London 
55 South Audley Street, London W1K 2QH 
From January 15th until July 24th, 2020 
Open Tuesday to Saturday, 10am to 6pm 
Opening: Tuesday January 14th, 2020, 6pm to 8pm 
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